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It’s never really too 

early to begin these 3 

easy steps.  Try & you’ll 

be amazed at what your 

child can do! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Get your child reading by following 
the ‘Talk, Treat, Teach Triangle’... 
 

1. TALK - Reading is very closely linked to talking so the 
more that you talk with your child, the better their chances 
at reading & learning in general! 
 
2. TREAT - Make reading a special time that you & your child 
spend together. Try to work out when is the best time for this to 
happen - short periods are best & ideally when your child will want 
to be comfortable & calm with no noise distractions. Remember to 
praise their efforts as much as possible as well as to end the session 
if he or she becomes unsettled. This will ensure that reading is 
never seen as something negative or as an activity 
which causes you both stress! 
 
3. TEACH - Books that are especially designed for very 
young children are a great place to start. These will often 
have pictures of simple everyday items (such as: food, 
toys, clothes & body parts, etc.) that you can talk about 
& then introduce the written word for each. Don’t worry if 
your child seems to be identifying the word from the picture or from memory – 
what matters is that a repeated association between the two things is building up 
over time. Another good place to begin is with your child’s name written on a piece 
of card & then build up to other words when ready. 

Reading is an amazing 

activity that you & your 

child can enjoy together - 

both in terms of learning  

& having fun! 

 
 



Individual letters can also be learned using alphabet cards (bought or 
written) but remember to focus lower case first (a, b, c, d...) & call them by 
their name then by their sound, i.e. letter ‘b’ is called a ‘bee’ but the sound 
is a bu (as in butter), letter ‘i’ is called an ‘eye’ but the sound is an ‘ih’ (as 

in kick). Link this idea to animals, e.g. ‘This is a dog but it 
makes a ‘woof’ sound.’   
Children can then move onto segmenting & blending sounds where 
they concentrate on the sounds at the beginning of words, at the end, 
then in the middle (i.e. s-a-t, ch-i-p & f-ee-t).  
 

 
 
 
Games can also be introduced to make reading fun such as: 

 Word of the Day or Week (display the ‘Word of the 
Day’ on the fridge & read it with your child every time 
you pass); 

 Spot the Letter or play ‘I Spy...’ when out & 
about (car registrations, shop & road signs, food 
packaging, etc); 

 Make your own Letters (form letters with your 
body, with food & baking, in sand, using paint, bricks, 
etc.); 

 Letter Hide & Seek (read the word card, hide & find, then read again);  
 Mix & Match (write down the same words on two different cards, lay out as 
a group & then match up the pairs.  When ready, move onto playing face 
downwards, lifting two at a time as a memory game);  

 Magic Finger (ask your child to draw around the letters of the word 
with their finger on the card & move on to mid air); 

 Word Jigsaws (write words on pieces of paper, cut up into simple 
jigsaw pieces & see if your child can join them up again); 

 Word Box/Word Washing Line (keep word cards that your child can 
read in special box that you can decorate together or display by 
hanging up on a makeshift washing line. Go through the words every so 
often in order to reinforce); 

 Sing, dance, clap, chant (sing alphabet songs, nursery rhymes, silly 
made up songs all using words from word cards, tap out the syllables to 
words, dance or perform actions to the words that they are learning).  
 

 



 
 
 

Once your child has got the basics sorted, you may want to try 
the following ideas to really get your child into reading as well as 
learning in general: 

 Read anything! As well as books, reading any text as part of 
everyday life is also extremely valuable, for example: road names, shop signs, tin 
labels, captions to newspaper photographs, shopping lists and simple 
instructions. Plus, don’t worry if you don’t have many books - a wide selection 
of fiction & non-fiction books is available through local or school libraries.  

 Research something of interest together! Look up information in fact 
books, newspapers, encyclopaedias, leaflets & on the internet. As 
well as spending time in the library, why not visit a place related 
to that particular topic area (museums, a zoo, galleries, activity 
centres, etc). Get your child really enthused by producing a 
simple project book or folder to display the information collected. 
Encourage your child to share the information with relatives, 
friends & their class, as talking is yet another way in which 
children can develop wonderful Literacy skills. 

 Get texting! Discuss how different texts are set out & how some books (such 
as non-fiction) don’t need to be read from start to finish, but can be used to 
look up information. Begin to point out the headings, sub-
headings, illustrations, diagrams, captions, bullet points, any 
bold print, italics, asterisks, notes, tables, glossaries, contents 
and indexes, etc.  

 Delve Deeper! Use dictionaries, glossaries, contents pages 
and indexes to locate words and information in a non-fiction 
book together or even look online. Discuss the definitions and 
ask your child to try to explain something that they have found out. 
 
If you would like to know more about our lovely school or are 
interested in seeing if there are any free places for your child, then 
please don’t hesitate to get in contact!! 
 
Totley All Saints CofE Primary School 
Hillfoot Road, 
Totley, 
Sheffield, 
S17 4AP 
Tel: 0114 236 1934 
Headteacher: Mrs. Karole Sargent  


